It is extremely important to consult with our office immediately after you are injured in an accident. We can provide you with important valuable information that may prevent serious mistakes that might affect your case. Call immediately for a free consultation (312) 845-4000 or (312) 229-5555.

**INJURED WORKERS NEED AN ATTORNEY TO ASSIST IN THE HANDLING OF A WORKER’S COMPENSATION CLAIM?**

It is essential that an injured worker retain an attorney who concentrates in worker’s compensation law to protect his rights and assure the maximum recovery under the law. Immediately after incurring an injury at work, a worker is involved in a legal claim under the worker’s compensation act. Every employer or its insurance company has a competent staff of attorneys representing their interests. Your employer or its insurance company has no obligation to inform a worker of his rights under the worker’s compensation law. A worker’s compensation claim involves not only compensation for an injury it also has provisions which can protect a worker if he is unable to engage in his usual occupation as a result of a work related injury. An injured worker is **NOT SUING THEIR EMPLOYER** if he/she pursues their workers compensation claim.
THIRD-PARTY ACCIDENT CASES

Bringing together decades of experience, Joseph J. Miroballi, Albert E. Durkin and Scott H. Rudin formed MIROBALLI DURKIN & RUDIN, LLC – or “MDR Law,” as it is known in the legal community – in July of 2005. In its first year, MDR Law was recognized in Chicago Lawyer’s Settlement Survey for having three cases that exceeded 2 Million Dollars. The firm is dedicated to providing clients and their families with personalized, professional service after serious injury or death. Its diverse practice includes medical negligence, product liability, automobile incidents, aviation law, premises liability, and construction negligence cases. As the legal community continues to evolve, MDR Law is committed to evolving with it.

If you have been involved in an accident, whether it was work-related or not, call us to discuss if you have a third-party claim. ALL CONSULTATIONS ARE FREE.

RECENT VERDICTS

• $4,200,000.00 awarded to the Plaintiffs by a Cook County Jury after the two men suffered injuries when a stolen city of Chicago squad car broadsided their vehicle as they sat in the intersection of Pratt and Western.

• $1,000,000.00 verdict against a Defendant anesthesiologist for the wrongful death of the Plaintiff’s 72 year-old husband following routine gallbladder surgery.

• $750,000.00 verdict against a Defendant orthopedic surgeon for his failure to diagnose and treat the Plaintiff’s shoulder injury, for failure to schedule surgery to repair the Plaintiff’s fractured arm, and for breach of informed consent.

RECENT SETTLEMENTS

• $100,000,000.00 settlement for multiple Plaintiffs. Miroballi Durkin & Rudin, LLC represented one of the survivors who suffered serious and permanent post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) after surviving the fire at the Cook County Administration Building located at 69 W. Washington.

• $2,060,829.33 settlement for injuries suffered by a truck driver who was caused to fall in an unloading area that was negligently maintained and sustain a torn quadricep muscle, peroneal nerve injury, and aggravation of a preexisting degenerative lumbar condition.

• $2,000,000.00 settlement for the Plaintiff in a premises liability/negligence case wherein the young rail yard worker was struck in the head while loading and unloading materials from a rail car, suffering a disfiguring scar and other serious and permanent injuries.
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INTRODUCTION

The information contained in this booklet is intended to inform workers about the general provisions of the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act, outline the general benefits provided under Illinois law, and answer the most common questions about the Illinois Workers’ Compensation law.

There are many provisions of the Workers’ Compensation Act which, due to limited space, are not contained in this booklet. In addition, there are many exceptions to various provisions of the Act and many provisions that are subject to legal interpretation.

The information contained in this booklet should not be used by an injured worker to settle or litigate a Workers’ Compensation claim without first consulting an attorney.

If you have questions regarding the information contained in this booklet or wish to discuss a specific situation, please contact our office. There is no obligation or charge for the consultation. We are also available to meet with you at a location of your choice.
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- $1,725,000.00 settlement for injuries suffered by a window washer who was caused to fall while working on a scaffold that collapsed while performing his duties at a commercial building, requiring the Plaintiff to undergo a total reconstruction of his lumbar spinal cord.

- $2,025,000.00 settlement for the Plaintiff, a young construction worker, in a construction negligence/premises liability case wherein he came into contact with overhead electrical wires while installing rebar into masonry wall of new building under construction, resulting in severe electrical burn injuries, mild traumatic brain injury and permanent scarring.

- $1,327,500.00 settlement for the wrongful death of a window washer who was caused to fall 7 stories from a scaffold while performing his duties at a commercial building.

If you have been involved in an accident (whether working or not working) call us immediately to see if you have a third-party claim.

ALL CONSULTATIONS ARE FREE
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A. BASIC ASPECTS

1. Who is covered by the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act?
   Virtually every worker who is hired or injured in the State of Illinois is covered by Workers’ Compensation. Even if the worker is injured while working in another state, he may be covered by the Illinois Act if he can show that he was hired in Illinois or the principal state of his employment was in Illinois.

2. Who provides the benefits?
   The employer provides all of the benefits either directly or through an insurance company. The costs of workers’ compensation benefits cannot be charged to a worker.

3. What benefits are provided?
   The employer is required to pay for all medical expenses incurred as a result of any work-related disease or injury. These include first aid, emergency room service, ambulance service, hospital service, doctor fees and prescriptions. The worker may also be entitled to receive appropriate physical, mental or vocational rehabilitation.

   The employer is also required by law to pay the worker Temporary Total Disability (TTD) benefits during the period of time that the worker is off work recovering from the injury or disease, provided that a doctor has prescribed the absence from work. The worker is to be paid at a compensation rate equal to two-thirds (2/3) of his average weekly wage (which usually excludes overtime). While there is no limit placed on the length of time that
the worker can receive these benefits, no compensation is payable for the first three (3) working days unless the lost time continues for at least fourteen (14) calendar days from the date of the injury.

Finally the employer may be required to pay the worker additional benefits should the worker suffer disfigurement, permanent partial disability, permanent total disability or death on account of any work-related injury or disease. In case of death, members of the worker’s family are entitled to benefits.

The method used to calculate the TTD rate can be extremely complicated and confusing. If you have questions concerning your TTD rate or whether you are entitled to additional benefits as a result of your accident, a lawyer from our office should be consulted immediately.

4. What injuries or diseases are covered?

Almost all job-related injuries or diseases, with few exceptions, are covered by Workers’ Compensation. If an injury is not caused by anything relating to the job, the worker may still be covered by Workers’ Compensation if it can be shown that by reason of the employment there was exposure to a danger of such injury to a greater degree than was the general public. An injured worker may even be entitled to full benefits if the accident was their own fault.

5. Must a worker be injured in a specific accident to be covered by workers’ compensation?

No. Although it is generally considered necessary for a specific accident to have occurred before a worker is entitled to workers’ compensation benefits, there are situations where a worker may be entitled to benefits without a specific accident having occurred. These types of cases usually involve repetitive physical movements in the work environment.

6. Can a re-injury of an old injury be covered under the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act?

Yes. The fact that a work accident may have re-injured an old injury does not bar recovery under the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Act. Any new accident which aggravates a preexisting condition gives rise to the filing of a new case and may result in additional benefits.

B. REPORTING & BENEFITS

1. What must occur for the injured worker to receive benefits?

The most important step toward getting benefits started after an accident is for the worker to give prompt notice to his employer. Even if a worker sustains an injury which does not at first appear to be serious, he should immediately report the injury to his supervisor or other person in charge and request to fill out an accident report, if one is available, especially if the injury arises before a weekend, holiday, or vacation period. (Notice to a co-worker is not notice to the employer.) Many cases are contested because the injured worker did not report the accident promptly. Failure to give the notice required by law can result in a loss of the worker’s right to claim any Workers’ Compensation benefits. Although the law allows an injured worker
to give notice within forty-five (45) days from the date of accident, many potential problems can be avoided if notice is given immediately following an accident. The second most important step an injured worker can do to protect their access to Workers’ Compensation benefits is giving an accurate history of injury to any doctor, hospital, or nurse (health care provider). If the injury arose from employment, make sure that fact is contained in the medical records.

2. Must the injured worker submit to treatment by the company doctor?

While the injured worker may accept treatment from the company doctor, he/she also has the right to choose his own doctor or hospital at the company’s expense. It should be noted that the worker is limited to two (2) choices of doctors. The employer is also responsible to pay for the charges made by any doctors or hospitals to whom the worker is referred to by either of his first two choices of doctors. If a worker wants to see a third doctor of his own choosing, he must pay for these services. In most cases, emergency first aid care will not be considered one of the worker’s two choices. A worker should always be certain to advise any hospital or doctor treating him that his injuries arose out of an accident on the job. (Be as specific as possible.)

3. What benefits should an injured worker receive while off work?

The worker is entitled to Total Temporary Disability benefits (TTD) for the entire period of time during which a doctor has ordered him to remain off work to recover from the effects of his injury. The weekly compensation rate is based upon the worker’s average weekly wage for the one year period before the accident (excluding overtime). Further the TTD rate is subject to certain maximums and minimums that can be explained by a lawyer from our office. “Moonlighters” who hold two jobs shall receive TTD based upon the combined wages of the two jobs, if the employer knows the worker is holding two jobs. TTD benefits for volunteer firemen, police and civil defense workers or trainees are based on the gross average weekly wage earned in their regular employment. There is no limit to the length of time that a worker may collect TTD payments.

4. What if, after the recovery period, the injured worker is still unable to return to any type of work?

An injured worker is considered to be totally and permanently disabled if he has a complete disability which renders him wholly and permanently unable to do any kind of work to which there is a reasonably stable market. If totally and permanently disabled, the worker is entitled to benefits for life payable by the employer at the worker’s TTD rate.
5. What death benefits are payable to the worker’s survivors?
A worker’s widow or widower, children or totally dependent parents who qualify for death benefits are entitled to weekly payments at a worker’s TTD rate. If the widow or widower remarries, and there are no children at the time of the remarriage, the widow or widower at the time of the remarriage is entitled to a lump sum payment equal to two (2) years of compensation and all rights to further benefits are extinguished.

The maximum death benefit allowable is either twenty (20) years of weekly compensation payments or $250,000.00, whichever is greater. If the injury or death occurred on or after February 1, 2006, then the maximum death benefit allowable is either twenty (25) years of weekly compensation payments or $500,000.00, whichever is greater.

6. What if the worker’s earnings are permanently reduced because of the injury?
If, after his return to work, the injured worker can no longer earn as much as he did before the accident, he may be entitled to receive weekly compensation benefits equal to two-thirds (2/3) of the difference between the average weekly salary he earned before the accident and the amount he is able to earn after the accident.

7. What if the worker does not receive benefits to which he thinks he is entitled?
If a worker is under the active treatment of a doctor of his choice and he is unable to work and is not receiving worker’s compensation benefits, he is entitled to have a hearing on his case before an Arbitrator of the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission. Workers have a right to present medical evidence and witnesses at this hearing. The worker should have an attorney represent him at this hearing before the Workers’ Compensation Commission.

C. PERMANENT PARTIAL DISABILITY

1. What compensation is payable to an injured worker for permanent injury to his body?
Compensation is payable for permanent partial disability if the job-related injury or disease results in the complete or partial permanent loss, or loss of use, of a part of the worker’s body. The compensation rate for permanent partial disability is 60% of the average weekly wage for accidents occurring after July 15, 1984 but is subject to minimum and maximum limits.

There is no fixed amount payable to a worker who is injured on the job. The methods used to determine the value of a Workers’ Compensation case are extremely complex and confusing. One of our attorneys, experienced in the handling of Workers’ Compensation claims, can protect the worker’s rights and assist him in getting the maximum amount of recovery for his injury.

2. What compensation is payable for disfigurement to the body?
A worker who suffers serious and permanent disfigurement (such as scars) to the head, face, hand, neck, arms, legs (below the knee), and chest
sion. This time period is the statute of limitations. In a Workers’ Compensation case, the statute of limitations requires that a claim be filed before the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission on the worker’s behalf within three (3) years of the date of his accident or within two (2) years of the last payment of compensation (whichever of these dates is later). If a claim is not filed on the worker’s behalf within this time period, all of his worker’s compensation benefits will be lost.

If you have suffered an accident within the above time frame, and have not had a claim filed on your behalf before the workers compensation commission, your rights may be jeopardized. You should contact our office immediately to make sure that your rights are protected. It is important to note that the statute of limitations for a third-party lawsuit is different than for a workers’ compensation case. Please refer to Section E1(c) of this guide regarding statute of limitations for third-party lawsuits.

3. What compensation is payable for bodily injuries not specifically listed in the Workers’ Compensation Act?

A worker who has suffered a permanent injury to a part of his body not specifically listed in the Workers’ Compensation Act can receive up to 500 weeks of compensation for permanent partial disability to the man as a whole.

D. PROTECTION OF BENEFITS

1. Must a worker notify his employer if he has been injured?

Yes. The injured worker is required to report all accidents to his employer within forty-five (45) days from the date of the accident. It must be reported to someone in the company who has a position of authority, i.e. foreman, company nurse or personnel manager.

2. Is there a statute of limitations for the filing of a worker’s compensation claim?

Yes. There is a period of time within which a worker must file his Workers’ Compensation claim before the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commis-
juries. If an injured worker signs a group form indicating that he was not hurt at work, it may prove difficult to later receive any workers compensation benefits.

4. Can an injured worker lose his job for filing a claim for compensation?

Section 4(h) of the Illinois Worker’s Compensation Act provides that it is unlawful for any employer or insurance company to interfere with, restrain, coerce or discriminate against any worker in any manner whatsoever because of his exercise of the rights or remedies granted to him by the Worker’s Compensation Act. It is also unlawful for any employer or insurance company to discharge a worker because of the exercise of his rights or remedies under the Worker’s Compensation Act.

5. When is a worker’s compensation claim permanently closed?

After a worker signs his settlement contracts, which are submitted and approved by the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Commission, his claim is closed and cannot be re-opened for any reason other than fraud committed by his employer or their worker’s compensation insurance carrier.

After a contract is approved, the worker will not be entitled to any further worker’s compensation benefits relative to the injury.

If a worker received money for their injury from the employer or its insurance company but never signed settlement contracts, the claim may still be open.

6. Should an injured worker submit to a recorded statement, in person or over the phone, if requested by his employer or its insurance company?

No. A recorded statement can be used as evidence against the worker at a hearing before the Industrial Commission. A statement could also jeopardize a third-party case. If a worker is asked to give a statement, simply have the agent or adjuster call our office for any information needed regarding the accident.

7. Should an injured worker sign any documents, except an accident report, for their employer or its insurance company?

No. Any documents or forms that a worker signs, however harmless they may appear at the time, could possibly adversely affect his claim, especially if the worker’s claim is contested at a later date.

8. Should an injured worker cooperate with a rehabilitation nurse hired by his employer or its insurance company?

Yes, with caution. Under some situations a worker’s employer, or its insurance company, will require that the worker consult with a rehabilitation nurse while the worker is unable to return to his usual employment. In many cases, this may be an important benefit provided to the worker under the Worker’s Compensation Act. However, unless handled properly, this relationship may compromise certain rights and benefits that an injured worker has in both his worker’s compensation case, as well as a potential third-party case. If a worker is
contacted by an insurance company representative regarding a rehabilitation nurse, the worker should contact our office immediately to make sure that his rights will be protected.

9. Should an injured worker apply for unemployment compensation benefits if he is not receiving worker’s compensation benefits after an injury?

   No. When you apply for unemployment compensation benefits, you must state you are willing and able to work. Even though it is doubtful the worker will be called for work, it could be argued by the employer or its insurance company that the worker is not entitled to weekly compensation benefits because of his statement to unemployment compensation that he is able to work.

10. If I retain an attorney to represent me on my workers’ compensation claim, am I suing my employer?

   No. Once you are injured at work, your employer is required to open up a workers’ compensation claim with their insurance carrier. The only thing that changes when you retain an attorney is you now have your own advocate representing and protecting you on that same claim that your employer should have already set-up.

E. BENEFITS IN ADDITION TO WORKER’S COMPENSATION

1. THIRD-PARTY CASES
(a) Are there rights in addition to worker’s compensation, to recover damages for injuries sustained in a work-related accident?

   Yes, if a third party, other than the worker’s employer, is legally responsible for the accident, the worker has the right to pursue a second case. This second case would typically be based on the third party’s negligence. Damages in this second case are generally more than worker’s compensation benefits for the same injuries. The damages to which a worker would be entitled in a “third party case” are for pain and suffering, disability, loss of earnings and medical expenses, etc.

   (b) How does a worker know if a third party may be legally responsible for his injuries?

   A worker may not know, which is why it is imperative that you contact a competent third-party lawyer. The determination of whether a third-party case exists often requires an analysis of all applicable laws and potential theories of liability before the existence of a third-party case can be confirmed. It is important to have a third-party lawyer make this analysis on the worker’s behalf.

   In order to determine whether there might be some individual or company other than the
When should I file for Social Security Disability Benefits?

It is important that a worker file a written application with the Social Security Administration as soon as it appears evident that the worker will be disabled more than five (5) months. The date of filing may determine the date of the worker’s entitlement to benefits.

Should a worker have an attorney to protect his rights at a social security hearing?

Yes. A Social Security hearing is a legal proceeding. An attorney, experienced in social security claims, knows what must be done to maximize a worker’s chances for being awarded benefits. In general, a worker should contact an attorney who concentrates in the handling of Social Security Disability claims immediately upon receiving an initial denial of benefits from the Social Security Administration. At this point the attorney will be able to properly prepare the worker’s case in anticipation of his hearing date.

What is the statute of limitations for the filing of a third-party lawsuit?

Generally a complaint must be filed in the Circuit or Federal Court within two (2) years following a worker’s accident. In construction-related accidents, the statute of limitations may be extended to four (4) years. If a Complaint is not filed before that time, the worker will have no right to recover damages from any third party.

Social Security Disability Benefits

Can a worker receive social security benefits in addition to weekly worker’s compensation benefits?

Yes. A worker may receive both worker’s compensation benefits and social security disability payments, but the amount of benefits a worker receives will be reduced while the worker is receiving worker’s compensation benefits.
IF INJURED, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

ACCIDENT: ________________________________

DATE: ____________________________________

LOCATION / NAME OF CONSTRUCTION PROJECT:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

NOTICE GIVEN TO:

________________________________________________________________________

DATE NOTICE GIVEN:

________________________________________________________________________

MEDICAL ATTENTION RECEIVED AT:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

DATES OF MEDICAL TREATMENT:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

WORKERS COMPANY INSURANCE CO:

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

ADJUSTERS NAME:

________________________________________________________________________

WEEKLY WORKER’S COMP. AMOUNT:

________________________________________________________________________

HOW MANY WEEKS PAID:

________________________________________________________________________

NOTE:
DO NOT GIVE A RECORDED STATEMENT WITHOUT FIRST CONTACTING OUR OFFICE!
Concentrates its practice in the following areas:

Worker’s Compensation  Airplane Crashes
Construction Accidents  Product Liability
Structural Work Act**  Dog Bite Cases
Auto Accidents
Railroad Crossing Accidents
Medical Malpractice
Railroad Employee Accidents
Motorcycle Accidents

We are also available to assist our union members for all
General Practice matters including:

Drunk Driving  Divorce & Custody
Criminal Matters  Traffic
Wrongful Discharge  Social Security

Should you need additional legal assistance,
please feel free to call at any time for a free consultation.
IF YOU ARE INJURED CALL OUR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION WITH NO OBLIGATION.

YOU COULD HAVE A VALUABLE THIRD-PARTY CASE.

CALL US NOW:

(312) 845-4000
(877) 229-5555

24 Hour Number
(312) 806-1737

Se Habla Espanol & Mowimy po Polsku

THIS BOOKLET IS NOT INTENDED TO PROVIDE ALL OF THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO HANDLE AN INJURY CLAIM WITHOUT THE ASSISTANCE OF AN EXPERIENCED WORKER’S COMPENSATION ATTORNEY.
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